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h
By Naacy Laaghlia
Staff Reporter

UFW plans
to picket
local store

Plani tor picketing an area grocery
store tonight still exist, but confusion
surrounds the break in negotiations
which led to the protest plan.
United Farm Workers' Union < UF W)
representatives called Tuesday night
for a picket of the Great Scot food store
in Bowling Green.
Speaking at a meeting of La Union de
Estudiantes Latinos (Latin Student
Union) the representatives said the
store refused to remove non-union
grapes from produce shelves.
MEMBERS of the Latin Student
Union. Young Socialists' Alliance and
other students pledged their support of
the grape boycott.
They plan to picket from 5-7 p.m.
today. Tim Smith. UFW international
representative said yesterday. He
urged all interested persons to participate in the picket.
Smith said that in September UFW
set up two or three negotiation

meetings with Carroll Cheek, owner of
Great Scot Foou Store, Inc.. in Bowling
Green Smith said Cheek canceled both
meetings and has refused to negotiate
since then.
Cheek, however denied this yesterday and said be would be willing to
meet with the group and discuss negotiations.
"SOME MAN named David Jesse
contacted me in September and wanted
to set up a meeting with UFW. " Cheek
said. "We set up meetings two different times at the Presbyterian
Church in Bowling Green for around 4
o'clock on two consecutive Fridays and
I hey canceled both wines "
Cheeck said the meeting was to be
attended by Jesse, a UFW representative; Rev. Greer Imbrie. pastor of the
Presbyterian church; Cheek and his
lawyer. Martin Hanna
Hanna said he was involved in only
one meeting. He said he did not know
why the meeting was canceled, but
said he knew Cheek was not responsible for the cancelation

REV. IMBRIE said he was sitting in
only as the church's pastor, but said he
recalled three meetings that were canceled
"David Jesse worked for our church
this summer in our migrant program
He was contacted by the UFW and
asked to act as a mediator between the
two groups.'' Rev Imbrie said "As I
recall It. the first two meetings were
canceled, for what reason I don't
know.
"The two groups finally agreed on a
date, and Mr. Cheek and his lawyer
were ready to come For a week before
the meeting. Jesse tried to contact the
union to reconfirm the appointment.
"When he hadn't gotten hold of them
by Friday, he canceled the meeting
himself "
Jesse, now a student at the University of Cincinnati, said a breakdown in
communication between the two
groups caused the meeting cancelations
"Toward the beginning of September, we set up a definite meeting.

but Cheek called the pastor of the
church and asked him to cancel it."
Jesse said.
"We tried to set up another
meeting, but Cheek decided to bring
his lawyer along so that one got put off,
too.
"THE LAST meeting was set for
around the end of the month, but there
was a lot of confusion at that time," he
continued
"1 was getting ready to leave for Cincinnati and the UFW representative
was going to be transferred to Michigan, so she was never in toe office I
hadn't had any contact with her, and I
didn't want to be the only one at the
meeting, so I canceled it myself."
Cheeck said he was more than
willing to discuss this matter with the
union representative Smith, however,
said he had contacted another Great
Scot official Wednesday, who dismissed the suggestion for negotiation
"I contacted a Roy t'ursher yesterday at the company's office in
Findlay." Smith said
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"I asked him to remove non-union
grapes from Great Scot produce
shelves and be refused. He said the
company's policy did not permit It and
refused to negotiate over it." Smith
said
CURSHER is Great Scot's general
manager. Cheek said, and has authority to act as spokesman for the company.
But Cheek said, "1 don't think he said
that " Cheek admitted, however, that
the company's policy would prohibit
the removal of non-union grapes
"As I understand it. the UFW is
trying to use force to make people
cease buying from growers who aren't
organized under their union." Cheek
said
"I don't think it's our position to
decide If another union came in here
and told us to take UFW grapes off the
shelves, we would refuse to do it.
• To page seven
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Group to examine
campus energy use
By Kathl Hatton

Walking to
energy talk

Son H.nty M. Jackson (D-Wash), left, talks with Sans. Paul J. Fannin (U-Arii.)
and Clifford P. Honson (R-Wyo.) as thay head to the White House for a briefing
with President Ninon on the energy situation. Jackson, chairman of the Senate
Interior Committee, is seeking mandatory energy regulation while several
administrative officials say voluntary control will aleviate the crisis.

A Task Force on Campus Knergy
Conservation was appointed by
University President Hollis A Moore
Jr yesterday to recommend ways the
University can make optimum use of
its energy resources.
Formation of the committee was
suggested by J Claude Scheuerman,
vice president for operations, at a
meeting of Dr
Moore, Provost
Kenneth Rothe and the University vice
presidents yesterday morning
George E. Scherff, assistant
professor of industrial education, was
named chairman of the task force
which will make recommendations
subject to approval by Dr Moore and
Scheuerman
The seven-member "committee
should deal with the technological
aspects of energy conservation and
work to develop community consensus
on measures that are deemed
advisable, Scheuerman said
ENERGY-SAVING measures
suggested at the meeting included
reduced flood lighting on the

City energy cutbacks proposed
Bowling Green city administrators
are reacting to the energy crisis facing
the nation
According to Howard Rutter Jr.. the
city's fire chief and assistant safety
director, several energy cutbacks have
been proposed.
Administrators have suggested
cutbacks on downtown street lighting
The lights dun at 11 p.m. but may be
cut back an hour earlier, according to
Rutter
The inner street lights at City Park

now left on all night may be turned off

attp.m.
The city also is breaking tradition
with proposed cutbacks in hours and
number of days Christmas decorations
will be lit
THE DECORATIONS are usually lit
just prior to Thanksgiving and remain
on until the first week of January.
According to Rutter, the decorations
will be lit about one half the traditional
period.
The city has proposed to light the

decorations Dec. 15. "The lights would
be turned on at dark and remain on
until 10 p.m.," Rutter said. The lights
would be turned off Dec 25. he added
Another energy saving idea being
considered is the use of intermediatesized cars for official vehicles
City employees are being asked to
turn the engines of their vehicles off
while they are conducting business,
according to Rutter.
Rutter said be can see a problem
arising from this proposal

Administration Bldg and on Mercer
Koad between K Wooster and Ridge
streets
But Scheuerman emphasized that
many alternatives should be
considered.
"The most obvious one everyone
turns to immediately is turning down
thermostats," he said.
In most University buildings,
thermostats are "zoned"' rather than
controlled in the individual rooms.
Scheuerman said. "We could
immediately make sure it's never too
hot and always too cold." he said
Scheuerman said he thinks requiring
University-owned vehicles to observe a
50 mile per hour speed limit is "a good,
immediate-type of suggestion for the
community to consider."
President tJbtoh Wednesday orde'ren"
all federally owned vehicles to observe
the Mi in p h limit
Scheuerman also said he endorses
the concept of car pools to reduce
energy consumption. "I think we use
our vehicles too much in a small town
like this," he said "We could do more
walking and bicycle riding "
SCHEUERMAN said he tries to ride
his bicycle to work al leasl two or
three times per week.
An Ohio energy board is expected to
recommend changing cleaning and
maintenance operations in state
buildings today, according to the
Associated Press. The board is

reported to think crews can do more
work during business hours, thus less
at night
Scheuerman said he does not know if
such a plan is feasible for the
University, but suggested it might be
an alternative the task force could
consider.
He said he does not think University
offices can reduce office hours, an
alternative suggested by Nixon, but
said he is "all for" Nixon's proposal of
adopting year-round Daylight Savings
Time
"It isn't just getting community
consensus on specific University
recommendations." Scheuerman said
"It requires getting every person
possible to make a commitment "
HE SAID the task force also must
consider long-radge programs- of
energy consumption.
The University has about (500,000 in
renovations funds for the 1973-75
biennium. he said. "We have to
develop priorities that invest money to
save money," Scheuerman said.
Other members of the task force are
in Edith Andrews, chairwoman of the
home economics department, Richard
F. Brown, University architect.
Charles L. Codding, assistant director
of buildings and facilities,
Dr. Arthur Jared Crandall, associate
professor of physics; Linda Keyse.
freshman (Ed.I, and Tom Melecki,
junior (A&S).

"POLICE CARS have to maintain
radio contact." he said. "And to
operate the hydraulic equipment used
by Public Works and Utilities crews
the engines must remain on."
Rutter said he was hopeful that the
police could solve their problem by
using portable radios.
"We have the radios," Rutter said.
"But we need an assigned frequency."
City officials have asked department
heads to consult with their staffs for
other ideas on how to conserve fuel and
other energy, according to Rutter.

Watergate tapes indiscernible
WASHINGTON (API - President
Nixon's personal secretary testified
yesterday that the quality of some of
the subpoenaed Watergate tapes is so
bad that no one will be able to hear
every word
Rose Mary Woods told of laboring
nearly a month, sometimes until 3 and
4 in the morning, trying to transcribe
Watergate
conversations
from
recordings made surreptitiously in the
President's offices
Asked whether she was able to make
a verbatim transcript. Woods said: "I
don't think any human being could.
Maybe a technician. I could not get
every word I don't think anyone
else..." The sentence was left
incomplete.

Weather
Considerable cloadlaess today
threagh tomorrow sad colder. A
chance of now flirrlei toeigki
aid tomorrow High today la the
lower Ms. Low toaigkt U to 17.
High tomorrow la the Ms.
Probability of predpltatiea M per
ceit today tad M per cell toaigkt.

Woods, 55. a Nixon aide for 23 years,
was a witness at a federal court
hearing exploring the White House
claim that two key Watergate
conversations went unrecorded.
LATER IN THE day the court was to
hear from another Nixon intimate,
R.H. Haldeman. who resigned as
presidential chief of staff April 30 in
the beat of the Watergate scandal.
Woods' testimony was the first in six
Jays of hearings to contend that the
quality of the tapes was poor.
A technician had testified earlier
that even whispers could be picked up
by the sensitive microphones placed in
the President's desks and into wall
lamps.
Haldeman, who had listened to one
tape, said this about the tapes' quality
when asked by the Senate Watergate
committee: "It's good at times and not
good at times. It's the kind of tape
recording you have in a large room
which the Oval Office is; there Is a lot
of echo and bounce."
"It's difficult to follow the
conversation completely, but it is not
by any means impossible."
White House aides have said in
recent days that the recordings will be
of little value to a Watergate grand

jury-where they will go after review
after U.S. District Judge John J
Sirica.
AS THE HEARING in Sirica's court
proceeded, the AFL-CIO began a
nationwide lobbying campaign for the
immediate impeachment of the
President because Nixon has "given
clear evidence he does not intend to
resign."
A statement said the President has
"consistently lied to the American
people."
Nixon said in a broadcast speech
Wednesday night that he has "no
intention whatever of walking away
from the job I was elected to do."
AT THE WHITE House, Press
Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said that
"we will recognize there is a question
of credibility" in the tapes matter and
that the fast-breaking developments
concerning the recorded conversations
might have given the impression that
there was some tampering with the
tapes. He said the attempt would be
made to clear the question up.
Woods said of the tapes, "The quality
is very bad on some days, there are
lots of funny things on it. If the President were to put his feet on the desk, it
sounds like a bomb. Boom... If dishes
were picked up and taken away, you
could bear dishes."

The former head of the Secret
Service technical division at the White
House. Alfred Wong, took the stand for
a second straight day and said it is
possible that repeated playback of the
tapes could damage them
HE SAID the extra thin tapes could
be stretched, tangled or broken by the
kind of repeated stopping, rewinding
and restarting that Woods had done.
But he said he didn't know if this
would detract from the sound quality
of the tapes
Wong said it Is standard practice
among law enforcement agencies to
make duplicates of any tapes that
might be used as evidence and to store
originals to avoid any possible
erasures or damage. Woods used the
originals of the subpoenaed White
House tapes.
AT TIMES irritated at repetitive
questions during her nearly l'i hours
on the stand, Woods cleared up the
question of the so-called gap In one
tape
Gen. John C. Bennett, a top
presidential aide, testified Wednesday
that before he came to court Woods
said she found the gap in the
conversation of April 16 between
President Nixon and then-counsel John
W Dean III.

Maybe It was the stress of midterms, or possibly a lull in the
morning's action, that led this student to sneak a nap under a
newspaper in the second floor lounge, Student Services Bldg.
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guard positions clarified
downtown bg
The advanced design class that made suggestions for improving
downtown Bowling Green is a fine example of how the city can benefit
from the material and human resources available at the University.
Last year students were assigned to investigate and clean up visual
pollution in Bowling Green.
One of the class' better suggestions was to improve rear entrances to
stores. This would encourage people to park behind the stores,
eliminating some parking problems and traffic congestion.
Jerry Lahey. chairman of the Promote Bowling Green Committee,
notes that 35 cents of every dollar is spent outside the city, most of it
probably at Toledo shopping malls.
The city has plans to beautify the downtown district with new
sidewalks, curb benches, trees and shrubbery.
Improvements to give downtown Bowling Green a refreshing look are
definitely needed. If immediately located north or south of the city, one
shopping center could easily destroy downtown businessmen.
Improvements may be costly but the investment would be well worth
it. After all, Toledo is only as 25-minute drive away.

Edtter's v*t The Mtowh* nku
M wrtttea jotatly ky Date Shaffer,
director ti canapes safely aad Dr.
Rlcharal Eakta, rtee-eraveat far
•tadent attain, la regard U the recent
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charge at the Night Goard Pragma.
News stories of recent days attest to
the importance of the Night Guard
Program and of the need to
communicate to the University
community our understanding of those
ways in which the Offices of Student
Affairs and Campus Safety relate to
the Night Guard Program.
The Office of Campus Safety was
requested from the very outset of the
program to assume a training role for
night guards and to coordinate and
supervise the program.
THE
MEANING
of such
coordination and supervision was, until

quite recently, understood in different
ways by the Offices of Student Affairs
and Campus Safety because of a lack of
both effective communication and
mutually agreed upon written
guidelines.
Based upon our recent discussions,
we have clarified our positions and
have reached a common understanding
relative to the Night Guard Program.
A primary source of the confusion
involving the role of night guards and
their responsibilities is the rather
unique nature of the night guard
position.
IN THE conduct of their duties, night
guards have joint responsibilities for
reporting to both the Residence
Programs staff, specifically hall
directors, and to the Campus Safety
Office
To elaborate on this point, night
guards have responsibility for

energy sacrifices

reporting to the hall director in the
areas of residence hall management
and University rules, regulations and
residence hall policies.
This would include the residence hall
drug policy.
THE NIGHT GUARDS also have a
responsibility to report directly to
Campus Safety those matters involving
criminal activities, as well as those
situations involving hazards to the
health and safety of students.
In the event that a crime is
committed in the residence bail and is
reported by a night guard to the
Campus Safety Office, officers will
follow the present University
procedures of notifying the
approporiate hall director when
entering a residence hall.
THE CAMPUS Safety Office also
gives supervisory assistance to the
Night Guard Program by providing a

central location where the night guards
check in for duty each evening to
obtain necessary materials and special
instructions and where they report offduty each morning.
Additionally, night guards telephone
the Campus Safety Office hourly to
indicate their position and on-duty
status
The joint responsibility of night
guards to both Student Affairs and
Campus Safety will be administered
through the collection of reports at the
end of each period of duty by the
Campus Safety Office with copies of
such reports being forwarded to
Student Affairs.
WE ARE convinced of the merits of
this program as a means of assisting
students in the protection of their
safety and security in a University
residence hall.

It appears that Congress will have to grant President Nixon emergency
powers to combat the growing fuel crisis.
This is unfortunate for the American public because asking Americans
to make sacrifices to conserve energy is like stealing a spoiled child's
favorite toy.
The President will need the authority to impose controls on speed
limits, reduce business operating hours, curtail outdoor electrical
advertising and other controls to conserve energy. The public will not do
it on its own
The ominous warning of fuel shortages for this winter makes one
wonder, however, what the situation will be five years from now. It's not
a pleasant thought to dwell on.

address in spain
Due to an oversight the address was
not included on the letter from the
eight women students in Spain that was
in Thursday's News, entitled
' 'Students in Spain feel forgotten ''
THE LETTER came from Marie
Shaffer, Missy Kohr, Debbie Coccia,

Beth Downey, Mara Burkley. Candy
Whytlaw, Tracy Platt and Nancy
Welsh
Their address is:
Calle Lerex. S
(ColoniadelViso)
Madrid 2. Spain

news Lerrers—

story, editorial defended
Mr Howard J Nlkkila:
Your blatant disregard for facts and
the total ignorance of your Nov. 6
letter convince me you should refrain
from any kind of social comment
It amazes me that you call the SBO
article a "farce." It would be far more
appropriate to call many of the service
projects farces. How much dedication
does it take to pave parking lots that
were paved weeks ago°
I cot l.l) not find one example in the
article of what you label
"assumption " Every fact and
quotation was attributed to a
legitimate source
And how, exactly, did the reporters
' put words into people's mouths''" The
News has been known to print
retractions when careless reporters
misquote sources.
If the SBO people had been
misquoted, they would have defended
themselves publicly and even
demanded a retraction Their silence
indicates to me that the quotes were
accurate and that SBO has no defense
for then incompetence
HOW IS the article an example of
sloppy reporting? It would have been
sloppy and inaccurate il the reporters
had talked only to the steering
committee members
Their job, however, is to get both
sides of the story In routine checking
of facts, the reporters turned up
inconsistencies They fulfilled their
dulv as journalists by reporting them
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The article never questioned the
dedication of the steering committee
members. It simply made clear that
they didn't have all the facts, in which
case they should not have been so free
about giving out definite information.
THE EDITORIAL, in fact, admitted
that some of the projects were very
worthwhile.
In your opinion, the article wasted
space Would it have been more spaceworthy if it had led students to believe
these projects were definitely going to
be implemented?
Obviously, such an article would
have saved SBO a great deal of

embarassment. but how beneficial
would it have been?
YOU ASK why the plan for a
W.A.T.S. line won't hold water If you
had read the article carefully, you
would have seen that student bodies
cannot purchase WATS, lines No
amount of dedication can overcome the
fact that the present tariff forbids this
In conclusion. I agree with you that
SBO is only as effective as students
make it. The News is attempting to do
exactly that by praising SBO's good
projects and by pointing out their
inefficiency
Carla Wollens
441 N. Enterprise

tired of complaints
against the falcons
To Don and the boys:
We are sick and tired of hearing
complaints against the coaching staff
and the team.
The real reason behind BG's recent
gridiron losses had nothing to do with
you. The real fault lies in the
classroom atmosphere itself.
FOR THE boys on the team, the'
classroom pressure was too much for
them to retain a winning attitude. For
the coaching staff, classroom
preparation took away too much time
from the all important football
strategy

We can understand the brilliant
beginning of this top twenty team, but
the burden of classroom activity
finally infiltrated their spirits and gave
them that general BG attitude (who
cares).
C'MON DON, you can fudge their
grades Maybe a better solution would
be not to have you and your boys go to
classes or better yet, maybe you and
the boys should bring your lucky
rabbits foot to the game this week.

on to a friend or associate who may
wish to do so
Thanking you in advance for all and
any consideration extended to me.

night guards doing

Siead Hasan 138805

Box 57
Marion. Ohio 43302

at the 'fights'
Our Cultural Boost Program with
"Big-Time" wrestling stars has been
long overdue at our University.
However, I want to register a bitter
complaint.
Why is Bowling Green always second
best? When the Cultural Boost at
Harvard and Wellesly held wrestling
performances to increase the
enlightenment of their students, they
had the Sheik and the Kangaroos on the
program.
FURTHERMORE, there was a
guarantee that at least one eye would
be gouged out during the performance.
I flatly reject the insinuation that our
students and faculty (to say nothing of
our Administration) are less cultured
than those at the better colleges and
that it was necessary to start with
wrestling of lesser quality in order to
gradually bring us up to their cultural
level.
AT LEAST three of the sponsors
have claimed that we would suffer
culture shock if we exposed our
community to the best wrestlers in the
first program.
This is a dammed lie and a slur
against our fair University. How can
we ever climb from our background of
mid western corn (wheat and oats, too)
if we are constantly undercut from
within?
KarlSchurr.
Biology Department

services to students
In the days (and nights) since the
Night Guard policy has been
established and these guards have been
put to use patrolling our hallowed
halls, I have heard nothing but gripes
and complaints about the job they are
trying to perform. Frankly, I'm sick of
It
I. personally, feel that this is one of
the best ideas that I have heard for
trying to stop some of the things that
go on in the dorms.
THOSE PEOPLE who are night
guards are making personal sacrifices
for us. the students of BGSU. These
men are out walking the halls at night
when they could be home asleep in a
nice warm bed
Also, they make themselves
susceptible to all kinds of rag, of which
they receive more than their share.
These men are doing a great service
to the people living in the on-campus
residence halls, but those individuals
living in said halls have no
appreciation for this fact.
IT SEEMS that these residents
would rather get ripped off or have
their facilities busted up rather than to
allow a protective measure to be taken
to stop these things before they start.

I am under the impression that
maybe the persons who are so up in
arms about the night guards want to
cause some mischief themselves, but
are afraid they will get caught because
they know that the night guards are
doing a good job
This may or may not be true, but it
kind of makes you wonder, now doesn't
it?
RECENTLY, here in Rodgers,
someone put up a clipping from The
News that told about two freshmen
who were charged with breaking into a
room in Kohl Hall
Above the clipping they had written
"Where were the infamous 'Night
Guards'?" If the person had bothered
to read the article he would have
noticed that the break-in occurred
after the night guards had gone off
duty.
This seems to be the major problem .
involved in the battle of to have or not
to have the night guards. No one wants
to give them a chance to prove that
they are useful
IF ANY OF you fellows havf a girl in
one of the feminine dorms, don't you
want someone in those dorms capable
of preventing some clown from getting
in and raping your girl, or possibly
worse" Think about it!
Jim Osborn
344 Rodgers

Jim Campagna
Tut Richley
160 Rodgers

inmates want mail
We are writing to you hoping you can
help us with a small problem. My
buddies and I have been locked up in
the London Correctional Institution for
one year now.
We have heard about your school, all
good, 1 assure you
WE DESIRE to meet and correspond
with some young ladies from your
school Since we do not know anyone
there personally, we would appreciate
it if you would or could run these small
ads in your school paper.
Our names are as follows:
MY NAME is Tony Lauricella. I am
27 years old. Italian, &'6". ISO pounds,
black hair, blue eyes. My number is
1136871
My name is Bob Ward I am X years
old. Italian, 8 2". 160 pounds, black
hair, brown eyes. My number Is 138876

My name is Ernie Lovata. I am 34
years old. Mexican, 5'5". 130 pounds,
brown hair, brown eyes My number is
129304
THANK YOU for all your
thoughtiulness and great kindness
concerning this personal and
humanitarian desire.
Tony Lauricella
Bob Ward
Ernie Lovato
P.O.B. 69
London. Ohio 43140

more mail..
I am seeking someone to be
concerned and correspond with me.
ANYONE reading this letter who
does not wish to correspond please
take my name and number and pass it

EVERYONE'S CONSERVING OIL—WI THOUGHT YOU MAY CARE TO JOIN US!'
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Praises revival of o/d heroes

Collector calls comics art
By MarcU Sbaaar
Staff Reporter

"Wben I was little my
mother gave me money to
buy comic books, now sbe
thinks I'm some kind of
not,'' Jerry Younkin said
yesterday.
Younkin. 26 years old.
arrived at the University
yesterday from Jackson.
Mich, to attend a comic
book seminar being held in
the Dogwood Suite. Union.
"I collect by what I like.
not by what I need to complete
a
series.''
said
Younkin.
whose
private
collection of comic books
numbers about 1.000

Comic

J»rty Vownkin hat b**n collecting comic hooka (inco ha wo*
11. Tha 26-yaor-oM it on comput to buy and toll comk bookt

collector

and art piocat during tha two-day comk book tominar that
concludat tonight with o film festival at 9 p.m. in tha Grand
Ballroom, Union.

IN HIS collection Younkin
has almost 100 reprints of
work by Berni Wrighlson.
creator of "Swamp Thing"
and
"Captain America."
"Wrlghtson is the king of
comics, he's done more
innovative things in comics
than anyone He is a real
genius." Younkin said
"Also in my collection 1
have a Mike Kaluta sketch
of the Shadow-with both
guns blazing." he beamed
Younkin
has
been
collecting comics seriously
since he was II He began

Smoke detector meeting Sunday
The
Student
BodyOrganization
iSBOl
will
sponsor an open meeting
Sunday night at 7 30 in the
White Dogwood Suite. I'nion
on the installation of smoke
detector devices in local
apartment complexes
Howard Kutter. assistant
to
the
safety
service
director, said yesterday city
councilmen. local landlords
and students are invited to
attend
SAM FERRUCK). junior
A&iS and steering committee
member,
said
the

revised
Ohio
fire code
makes it mandatory for
landlords to install smoke
detector devices in complexes under construction.
However, he said landlords do not have to install
the devices in existing complexes
The
purpose
of
the
meeting is to encourage
landlords
to install
the
devices in all complexes
"now. before it's too late,"
he said
Kerrucio said he is hopeful
a sales representative from
the Statitrol Corp . a firm

that sells smoke detector devices, also will attend the
meeting
BILL
ARNOLD.
SBO
president, said yesterday he
encourages all off-campus
students living in apartment
complexes to attend Sunday
night's meeting
"SBO will do everything
we can to pursuade landlords that smoke detector
devices should be installed
However, it will lake a large
effort from off-campus students to write or speak to
their landlords, either individually or collectively.

"If no students show up
Sunday night, it will be a
clear indication to the land
lords that only five or six
persons are concerned about
this subject," he said.
He
said
subsequent
meetings will be held next
week and during the week of
Nov. 25 to give students
more ideas and information
on how to influence landlords to install the deuces
"There is no way this project can be completed without students' help," Arnold
said

selling them wben be was 17
"I used to go to all the used
bookstores in Detroit when I
was a kid." he said
Now Younkin buys and
sells all kinds of comic
books, science fiction books.
Walt Disney items and
bubble gum cards "1 hope
to buy a lot of comics here in
Bowling Green," he said

AS FOR BUBBLE gum
cards.
Younkin said be
expects to pick up about
8.000 in a few weeks, most of
them from the 1940s and
1950s "1 really am a big
baseball (an
1 love the
game." he said
Although he didn't bring
bubble gum eards with him,
Younkin has about 1.000
comics and pieces of art on
sale at the seminar "I don't
pressure people into buying
If they want to buy, fine, but
if not. well that's okay, too
"1 really enjoy just talking

with the people who come by
to look at my IHH," Younkin said. "I'm really pleased
with this t comic book seminar). It's small enough that
you can talk with people
about all kinds of comics "
Younkin said he thinks
people have run out of new
ideas so they turn to the old
ones
' The Shadow is great hero
for the 70s He kills all his
enemies If he hates someone, he throws him off a
bridge
"Some of the best artists
in America today are in
comic books Many of these
artists are recognized and
appreciated more in Europe
than in our own country."
Younkin continued
"I guess art is different
things to diflerent people If
you have to explain it.
you've lost it," he said
smiling
YOUNKIN said he thinks

COLUMBUS (AP)
Republicans
and Democrat! may have moved
slightly closer to an agreement on a
campaign linancing bill yesterday
but remained deadlocked on the key
issue of how lo handle political
contributions of labor unions
After a stormy session ol a six-

inemiHT joint conference committee,
Chairman Michael Del Bane (H
11111111.1111' recessed the deliberations
until1 p in today
Del Bane said the leadership of
both parties la the Democratic House
.■nil the Republican Senate plan In
confer in the interim
"We're going to get together and
come up with a bill." the Mahoning
County lawmaker predicted Others
were not so optimistic, however

Suit filed
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Exciting Happenings at the

r
s

Smaller engines, front drive
seen as fuel gets shorter

"Deacon" Giles
on the organ
Fri & Sat.
from 8pm till 2am

LNIURSin

PONTIAC

APPEARING

Thursday nite - 2 for 1
$1.00 Cover

to catch up
.

With This Valuable Coupon

I Tonite & Tomorrow Only!|

I

|

(Fri., Nov. 9 and Sat., Nov. 10)
At The

OIGOLO

A
TASTE
OF
HONEY

Why wait for the others

Friday & Saturday nites
500 Cover
NO COVER

All the perch
you can eat for
$235
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WASHINGTON (API - Hours
after White House thermostats were
turned down to 68 degrees. Nixon
administration
spokespersons
yesterday sought blanket powers to
suspend clean-air requirements and
shorten licensing procedures of
nuclear power plants.
The requests went far beyond those
in an emergency energy package
proposed by Sen. Henry M. Jackson
(D-Wash >, chairman of the Senate
Interior Committee.
"1 believe we would be deluding
ourselves if we think that we can
entirely avoid granting variances
which may impinge upon primary
standards." said Russell E. Train,
administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency."

Illllllllllt.

take a parent (or two)
to church
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Strict controls

Union lobby

MIAMI lAI'l
C G
"Hebe"
Kebo/o. a close friend of President
Nixon, has Filed i $io million libel
suit against the Washington I'osl
Iftltllll

other things, having "consistently
lied to the American people." was
prepared by the leadership for
distribution at factory gates, union
meetings and for mailing to rank-andfile workers

WASHINGTON (API - The AFLi lit began a nationwide lobbying
campaign
yesterday
for
the
immediate
impeachment
of
President
Nixon,
saying
the
President "has given clear evidence
he does not intend to resign "
The
13.5-million-member
labor
federation is the first national
organization with political muscle to
push
actively
for
Nixon's
impeachment.
A
sharply
worded
statement
accusing the President of, among

THIS SUNDAY

Domino's Pizza

The University Ked Cross (URCl collected a record 499
pints of blood during its I wo-day blood drive on campus
Mary Lou Bennet. junior tKd I and I Hi president, said
yesterday an additional 113 persons wanted to give blood but
were turned down for medical reasons
Holly Mack, junior iA4SI. drive coordinator, said she
wished to thank "the many students who gave their time to
make the blood drive a success "

Attorneys for Itebozo filed the suit
in federal court Wednesday, charging
the Post libeled the Key Biscayne
banker in an Oct 25 article that
claimed Rebozo cashed 191.500 in
stolen stocks in 1968 after being told
they were stolen
Kebo/o's suit charges the story was
false and malicious
The Post article was based on the
sworn statements of an insurance
investigator that are contained in a
Miami court file

Finance bill

comic stories." he said.
Younkin has written many
"underground" comic*. "I
do my own scripts and layouts, but 1 have to have
other people
draw
my
stuff," he said. "I'd really
like to get three stories together and do my own
conic." be added
Younkin said what he
really wants to do now is
make films "I am working
on two right now One is a
depression era western
which takes place In the
Teton Mis The other is a
low-budget horror film." he
said

Record blood drive realized

newsnotes
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FREE COKE
NIGHT

revival of the old comic book
heroes is "just tremendous
Generally,
people
want
things to be like they were in
the old days when things
were simpler and purer
Things in today's world are
so crazy that people want to
go back to days when the
Shadow was alive
Besides collecting comics.
Younkin writes stories "I
started writing when I was
13. and had my first story
published in 1968 "
"I'm really interested in
fantasy in semi-historical
stuff but I really want to
write straight, dramatic

I

|
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Subaru has it now!
at
THE
OF BOWLING GREEN -

1550 E. Wooster
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WBGU-TV feels
growing pains

1

A South Vternomwte

HMMpMM ■C HHpR Ollcfc
WtOU-TV'l

microwave

trantmitter

now

b

booming tho station's signal to a lowir in Dothlor
whoro programming goos out to 19 counties, last
spring's oipantion program has COUMTJ tho station
a tow problomi
short ago.

including

a

fund and

staff

Eighteen addiUonal coun
ties are now receiving
WBGU-TV. Channel 70,
since the station Increased
Iti power last March. Bat
the expansion has brought a
few problems.
Wayne Hill, WBGU-TV
news manager, said yesterday the expansion has
caused a shortage of staff,
money and time for
covering the larger area.
He said the news staff consists of two full-time and
two part-time employees, as
well as seven volunteers.
He added that the Is
employees must serve the
entire 19-county area for the
television faciIH.es, at well
as providing news for
WBGU-FM, the station's
radio outlet, for two hours a
day.

which broadcasts from
Oeshler, a community about
30 miles southeast of
Bowling Green, is stronger
to the north and south than
to the east and west. Hill
said this presents a problem
for people who have their
antennas turned toward
Toledo.
"You can"! pick up a
signal from the back of your
antenna, so the people in
Bowling Green have a real
hell of a time trying to get a
hold of the picure," he said.
Hill said the combination
of new listeners and a new
channel has resulted in
many people not even
knowing the station exists

HILL SAID the problem
becomes acute when any
staff member must go a considerable distance to film a
story in addition to doing
their normal work. Hill also
said the directionality of the
newly increased signal Is
causing trouble.
When the station was broadcasting on Channel 70 prior
to last spring, reception was
no problem, Hill said.
But the new equipment,

SAIGON (API - The Viet
Cong claimed yesterday
their forces mauled government troops along the
Cambodian border and
accused the Saigon government of inflicting more than
100 civilian casualties during
an air strike
A spokesman for the Viet
Cong delegation to the Joint
Military Commission said

"I feel that students are
under great strain, probably
greater than in any other
occupation Theirs is usually
a
constant
18-hour
workday. "Hothe said.
Kothe studied for four
years at the Pennsylvania

canned food collection
The Arnold Air Society
and Angel Flight will sponsor a canned goods drive
Nov. 12-16
Food collected will be
used in Thanksgiving
baskets for needy persons in
the Wood County area
Student teams will be canvassing area homes and
asking for donations during
the five-day drive
On-campus students may
bring donations to the Air
Force Detachment Office,
northeast end of Memorial
Hall, from 8 am to 5 p.m.
anytime next week

Food pick-ups can be
arranged by calling 372-2176
(ir :tM 9134

COLUMBUS
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
DAYTON

614
513
216
513

OW SvCCOMlyl SrvOwttl MtVtMnl

1/4 OF USA

about 125 miles northwest
of Saigon, were seized by
North Vietnamese tanks and
troops. Saigon forces have
withdrawn from a nearby
road junction.
Referring to a big
government air attack Wednesday on the Viet Cong
administrative capital of
Loc Ninh, the spokesman
said 32 civilians were killed

Aw, come on, seniors! Have
your Yearbook portrait taken!

FRIDAY IS THE LAST DAY

and 70 others wounded when
bombs dropped on principally nonmilitary targets.

opening of a new supply
route along the Vietnamese
side of the border from Com-

Military observers said
the attacks on the outposts
were probably designed to
clear the last barriers to the

munist-held areas below the
demilitarized zone to their
stronghold around Loc Ninh.

Live on our stage
Now, The Gw'-g** tnmgt you
"Possum Kreak, ' a dynamic new
in man band Irom Jackson.
Mississippi with a real
down to earth, foot ilompiti'
lound M you like me muSiC of J
GciK and the Allm-in Brothers.
you'll love "Possum Kteak
performing nightly at Toledo s rock
•nterti'nment cenle'. The Garage
Optn 8PM until 2 30 AM,
Tuesday through Sunday
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& Mojo Theatre
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Keep The Spirit Going
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HAS MOVIE

WITH PRESIDENT IIOI.I.IS MOOKI
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Call our man on campus (That s him and his number
above ) He'll lake a personal interest m youi travel wants
Show you how to save money over the increased standby
air tares And schedule you between here and wherever,
with connections all over America, via Greyhound

am will deal with

a proposal which would double

GREYHOUND SERVICE

college tuition rales.

On*
Way

To
Dr. Moore also will answer questions called in by viewers during
lln- program.
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224 3290
651 4487
696 0969
426 5087

three battalions of government troops were put out of
action He said 20 military
vehicles and hundreds of
assorted weapons were captured in fighting Sunday
around two government outposts along the Cambodian
frontier in Quang Due
Province.
Government outposts at
Bu Bong and Bu Prang,

BVRNEGATE PLAZA
135 S ii-HM

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS

THE BECKER
CPA REVIEW COURSE

hit by 27 rock...

V

AL MAR COLONIAL LANES

Black Student Union

To Become a CPA

north of Saigon, was

(Own car nquired)

OPEN BOWLING

of planned talk

Let us help you

Four

bou. lotatod IS man*

Apply in Person. Domino's Pizza

The course can be applied
toward an HPE requirement.

The

PLAN AHEAD

abbas*.

plant wro damagod
w dostreyed when the

Drivers now being hired to meet increasing
delivery requirements. Wages plus commission.

Yoga Society, where she
progressed to the advanced
level of teaching.
She has taught the course
at night schools, at the University of Pennsylvania and
on a private basis.

Japanese topic
Japanese-Americans will
be discussed Wednesday,
Nov 14, in a lecture by J
Kadowaki. member of the
National Board of the
Japanese American Citizens
League
Kadowaki will discuss
problems encountered by
the Japanese from the ISOOs
through World War II and
also their war effort and the
rehabilitation and relocation
period following World War
II.
During the war Kadowaki
was one of 110,000 evacuated
to concentration camps as
"undesirable" citizens
A graduate of Case-Western Reserve University.
Kadowaki has been active in
community service agencies
and has been on the Boards
of Trustees of the Cleveland
Council on Human Relations
and the Nationality Services
Centerm
Kadowaki s lecture will be
at 7 30 p m in Moseley Hall
Sponsored by Ethnic
Studies, the talk is free and
open to the public

Hoa

Possum Kreak

She said auto relaxation
and mind control will be
most Important In the
course, while philosophy and
meditation will not be
included.

Campus groups plan

forte wing a VTtt Cong
racket attack at Bion

Saigon blamed for 100 civilian deaths

HPE to offer yogo course
A yoga course will be
offered by the Health and
Physical Education dll'Ki
department winter quarter
Barbara Hothe. course
Instructor, said yesterday
she believes practicing yoga
can benefit students
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Energy director rides
to office in limousine
WASHINGTON (API The morning after President
Nixon urged Americans to
conserve energy, former
Colorado Gov. John A. Love
emerged from his southwest
Washington townhouse and
stepped briskly into a
waiting White House limousine
The President's special
assistant for energy affairs
commutes to work each day
in a chauffeured 1973
Chrysler New Yorker,
making the 2 5-mile trip in
10 minutes.
Love altered the routine
routine yesterday Instead of
turning in as be passed by
the White House, he ordered
the driver to go another mile
to the CBS television studio,
where he was interviewed.
Love agreed with an interviewer that a key factor in

Mil.
Anti-body,
playod by Karen
Jockton, monagm le
bring R*ld Marshall
Otto Von
Maguo,
play.d
by
Jamos
Panowski, to his knoo*
and roocuo tho dirtiott
kid in 17 countio*
(playod
by
Miko
Magada). Tho thro*
»lar in "Invasion ol
tho Got mi,' on* oi 15
oducational
film*
boing prodwcod and
diroctod for WtOU-TV
by lorry Polti. bolow.

the energy crisis will be
Americans'
voluntary
conservation efforts
"IT HAS TO be voluntary
We can add incentives or
disincentives towards a
wiser use of automobile, car
pools and so on. but short of
limiting the amount by
rationing, a good deal of it
has to be voluntary," he
said
Virtually all elected and
appointed top-level officials
in Washington who formulate the nation's energy policies commute to work alone
in automobiles, an Associated Press survey conducted two days before
Nixon's address showed
WHITE HOUSE officials
say they operate 20 limousines in the conduct of presidential business

Most of those entitled
chauffeured limousines
them But at least three off?
cials have switched from the.
traditional
heavy,
guzzling vehicle to smaller;
more efficient sedans an
compacts
OF THE Congressn
surveyed, most drive then
selves to the Capitol A few,
ride with aides Some live
nearby and walk
Very few use Washington's buses
President Nixon mentioned car pools too in his
nationally broadcast address
Wednesday night and said^"
"The fuel crisis need notj
mean genuine suffering for
any American But it will require some sacrifice by all
Americans

■y MM* McMtwftsry

Germs attack campus!
Flash-the campus has
been invaded by germ warfare Sgt Joe Moore and his
germ army arc taking over.
They have kidnapped the
dirtiest, sloppiest kid in 17
counties
Or so it goes during the
filming of Invasion of the
Germs." one of IS educational dims being produced
by WBGU-TV for secondgrade children
Entitled
Knowing and Growing,"
the film scries deals with
health habils. good nutrition
and understanding fears and
anxieties
Mu.'li of the filming for
"Invasion of the Germs"
was done at the I niversity
ROTC
Department.
Memorial Hall Uniforms
and guerrilla warfare were
donated by the ROTC
department
Larry Peltz, former
assistant director of "Live
and Let Die" la James Bond
movie I, directs and produces the film series while

Buythe
BSR 710 or 810.

Either way you'll
get the shaft.
The BSR 810 and 710 have their brains in
their shaft A carefully machined metal rod
holding eight precision-molded cams. When
the cam shaft turns, the cams make things
happen A lock is released, an arm raises and
swings, a record drops, a platter starts spinning,
the arm is lowered, the arm stops, the arm raises
again, it swings back, another record is dropped
onto the platter, the arm is lowered again,
and so on, for as many hours as you like
Deluxe turniables from other companies do
much the same Ihmg. but they use many
more parts—scads of separate swinging arms,
gears, plates, and springs-in an arrangement that is not nearly as mechanically
elegant, or as quiet or reliable; that produces
considerably more vibration, and is much
more susceptible to mechanical shock than
the BSR sequential cam shaft system
When you buy a turntable, make sure you
get the shaft The BSR 710 and 810. From
the world's largest manufacturer of automatic
turntab'es

BSR

BSR (USA| ltd.
BI3UVCII. No* York 10913

collaborating on writing
scripts with Donna Weisner
of the Northwest Ohio Kductional Television Koundatuon
THE
FOUNDATION
received a grant from the
Ohio Department of Education an WBGU-TV was contracted to produce the
health series for classroom
use Scripts are developed
according to the Department of Education curriculum
Peltz utilizes local talent
and University students for
the series which is being
filmed weekends
In
"invasion of the
Germs," University theater

students make up the germ
army
Mike Magada. Bowling
Onto, plays the dirtiest kid
captured by the germ army
to be their scout The army
shows Magada films about
bad health habits
Miss Anti-body, played by
Karen Jackson, skydives
into the army's camp to
save the day and Magada
The first film ol the series
will be shown Jan 29 on nine
channels throughout Ohio,
including WBGU-TV. invasion of tho Germs" is
sixth on the viewing list and
the first of the series produced by Peltz. Each film is
15 minutes long

! HOWARD'S
!
!
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COLD BEER
Fine Tunes

BOOZE
No Cover

Presents

JACK WYLES
Guitar and Vocals

Sunday, Nov. 11

Trucking isnt
just for truck
drivers.
It's also for college graduates.
The American trucking industry is
a vast, complex, sophisticated transportation network. A network that moves
almost anything you can think of. Almost
anyplace you can think of.
And to keep things running smoothly, it
needs people. All kinds of people. From
computer analysts to cost accountants.
Traffic controllers to communications
specialists. People like you.
In return, trucking offers
you good pay.
Plus a chance to grow fast
and go as high as you want to.
Because trucking is booming. And
it's already the largest and fastest
growing segment of the transportation
industry. So you can start to contribute
some mighty important things to the
cause. Now. Not ten years from now.
How do you start a career in this
dynamic business?
It's easy, if you know where to look.
First, try your placement office. See if
there are any trucking concerns interviewing. Next, check out your college
placement manual for names and addresses. Finally, look to the surrounding
area for companies in operation.
Find out for yourself what a great
career trucking can be. Even if you
don't drive.

BFGoodrich
AMERICAS PREMIER RADIAL TIRE MAKER.
BF.Goodrich has brought you this message because
we're proud to be a pan of the American trucking
industry. And. as a major developer of radial
truck tires, torsilastic springs, ca'iper disc
braxes and skid control systems, we know our future
developments - and those ol the trucking industry will depend on people like you.
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State agencies told to curb energy use
COLUMBUS (AP) - State
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,i in from the Union Oval.
The new location in Tecumseh. Mich., is an hour drive

from Bowling Green, and is equipped with indoor training
bar

and

two

airplanes for jumping,

according to Ron Smith, club president.

EL ALAMO RESTAURANT

Any student, staff or faculty member who wishes to have
complete parachute training and their first jump is invited
to attend either session

proudly brings you

For further information call Kon Smith at 352-6446 or Joe
Moore at 352-6497

Fine
MEXICAN
Dining
Mexican Music
For Your Enjoyment
Located in the
Stadium View Plaza
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ACROSS

5° Singes.
60 Employs.

1 Thereabout!.
S Exhausted:
SUnii.
10 Chatters
14 Cry plaintively.
15 Small, prickly
frail.
17 Miner'a nail.
18 Petition written
In a circle.
1° Nebr. neighbor.
20 Provoke.
21 Town in Maine.
22 Releaiei. ai a
mae.azine.
24 Man-o'-War's
nickname.
25 Emulate t'roibv.
26 Fissile rock.
28 111-1..H ,1..iii,31 Standard lime:
Abbr.
.14 I nit- of work.

Bowling Green
State University
West Corridor,
Fine Arts Buildinj
Monday. November 12
10 am. to 5 p.m

12
43
46
48
49
51
i

Passage.
Type of fabric.
Sounds.
Yearns.
In a tangle.
Greek Idler.
Farm sights.

55 Selvea.
56 Dance of yore.
57 Vedic god.

58 Ages.

DAUMIER. MATISSE. PICASSO

i

6 II
6

47 Ejects.
49 Man's name:
Abbr.
SO
song.
52 Sale lag.
54 Encyclopedia:
Abbr.
55 Water: Fr.

DOWN
1 City on the
Irtysh.
2 Menders.
3 Final creative
works.
4 Ancient.
5 Concur.
6 Comes into sight.
7 Wolf: Fr.
8 "Say It
ao."
9 Man's nickname.
10 Aclor Segal.
11 Shaded retreat.
12 Pickle.
13 Chnrch council.
16 Subject to greal
heal.
20 Versatile fish.
23 Steeps.
24 Singer.
25 Sci. course.
26 Military
maneuver.
27 In allendanre.
29 Fasten again.
30 Remus, for one.
31 Zeros.
32 Heavy burden.
33 Palm.
36 Greek letters.
39 Part of a toe.
40 Accountants.
41 Call on again.
43 Fritter away.
44 Happen.
45 Scarlett.
46
never.
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38 Lay aside,
40 Hair.

AND MANV OTHERS.

be cut immediately.

reduced to 70 per cent of last

Open Mon. - Thurs. 9 a.m. -11 p.m.
Fn & Sat. 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Reserve

DAILY Cope
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
'7s Oen'l Feaiwm Corp.

36 Coronul fiber.
37 Publishers'
■ nn, .in Abbr.

lor collectors

OU

informed

generating plants originally

has

gasification

Ashland

Western

coal-burning plants again.

35 Pitchers.
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HELP WANTED

Friday. November9.1973

Part-time counter girl
with
previous experience. See Dan Long.
Long's Cleaners. 110 E
Napolean Rd.

Tonight at » 00 pm at the Upper Room Coffeehouse.
102'i N Main St . Carol DiBiasio will entertain all
with her singing.
Saturday. November 10. 1973
The B U S U Peoples Chess Federation will hold their
weekly meeting from 9 00 am to 4 00 pm in the
Commuter Center of Moseley Hall
Sunday, November 11.1973
The Campus Bridge Club will hold a Duplicate Bridge
Match today at 1 30 in the Ohio Suite of the Union
Open to all experienced bridge players Four trophies
will be on display which are to be awarded at midyear for the highest average scores.
I'hc in. s I Karate Club will bold a practice session
Imnghl Irmii 6-8 pm in 201 Hayes Hall
Bowling Green Students in Nursing Organization will
Isold a general meeting tonight from 7-9 pm in the
Historical Suite of the Union.
The Mythopoeir Society will hold a meeting tonight al
7 00 pm in the Library of Lutheran Chapel They will
bp discussing Legwin's "Wisard of Earth Sea."
The B O.8.U. Sailing Club will hold a meeting tonight
at 7.00 pm in 203 Hayes Hall All members should
attend
The FIN-n-FALCON SCUBA CLUB will bold a general
meeting followed by open swimming tonight front 8-10
pin- in the Natatonum
The Society for Creative Anachronism will hold a
meeting today at 1 90 pm in 200 Moseley Hall
Monday, November 12,1973

SAVE jr. boucle knit

dresses imported from Italy

juniors! save 1/2 and more
on 6 styles in famous dresses

sale 499

sale 8 99

Compare at $24. Three terrific styles. Hand
or machine wash. 5-13. Bowling Green.

Compare at $18 to $28. Looks you want in
popular fabrics. 5-13. Bowling Green.

Sale Runs Thru This Tues. Nov. 13
Store Open
Mon.-Fri. 9:45-9:00, Tues. • Wed. • Sat. 9:45
Sunday 12:30 ■ 5:30

5:30

.

The Women in Business Club will hold a meeting
tonight at 7 30 in the Faculty Lounge of the Union Mr
Ron Fadley of the Speech Dept will be speaking on
"How Women Can Speak Effectively."

RIDES
Ride needed to the edge
of
downtown
Toledo,
specdically to the Canton
and
Southered
area,
Tuesday mornings, to
arrive between 8 00 and
8 30. If you can help
please call Debbie Wood
at 372-3014 or write 404
McDonald North Thank
you
Need ride to and from
central
Penna.
for
Thanksgiving Will pay
Call Kathy. 2 1831
Rides available almost
every
weekend
to
Marion. Delaware. Gran
ville. Call J71-113*.

Girl
needs
ride
to
Chicago area for Thanksgiving break Call Chris.
371- IMS
Ride available to New
York City and vicinity
TTianksgiving break. Call
2-0381 or 3M-9374

Drivers with own car
over
21
needed
Sat
nights 5-2 Apply at Mr
Ed's Pitta Pub.
Students for over lunch
hour.
Ill
weekdays
Apply at Mr Ed's Pizza
Pub.
Part-tune hourly help
needed lo code research
data - arrange your own
schedule
For appointment call 372-2301 before
»00
Writers, photographers,
artists, journalists and
anyone else interested in
working on EXIT Maga
zine. a new weekly publication for the greater
Toledo
area,
please
contact
Exit
Publications. P.O. Box 25.
Bowling Green. Oh Ph
353-8722 This magazine
will
be
a
new
and
refreshing
periodical
dealing with general arts
and leisure 4> the science
of activity.

The Baby Owls are wise
for their Nationals

1 f. roommate or 1 efl
apt for winter & spring
352-0046

H.B.FI
Happy Birth
day BBT1

SERVICES OFFERED
Reliable
Abortion
Service. 24 hour service
Clinic close to area 1 to
14 week terminated by
licensed
certified
obstetrician gynecologist
Immediate
arrangements will be made with
no hassle Call collect
216-631-1557
Call CHRISTL1NE »2
0379 any hour, any day
We can help
French tutoring L translating Exper d teacher.
MA *3M-8715
Experienced typist, diserlatlons, theses, termpapers 352-8215

PERSONALS
Up in the Cl above the
ground - Sig Ep's and Chi
O's were dancing all
around
Some
were
drunk and others were
not - Great tea Sig Ep'|.
Chi O s say thanks alot

Domino's is now hiring
drivers Must be 18 and
have car tl 70 plus commutsion 351-5231

Congratulations on your
engagement
Linda1
Gamma Phis are super
proud of you1

Need college girl to lake
care of I yr old Fridays
only Call after 5 30-»24434

Peg. congratulations on
your birthday engage
ment I. 4 1. always, the
ADPis.

Attractive young girls
needed as waitresses. 21
and over Apply in person
at Dixie Electric Co 874

DIG THIS If you spend
over 830 on a pr. of shoes
&
don't
have
tbem
rebeeled at least once,
you're missing the boat'
Boat docks at 131 S
Main,
across
from
Penney's Tickets 82 50.1
br. service!

LOOT AND FOUND

WANTED

1100
REWARD!'
For
return of 3 piece wedding
ring set They have been
in my family for several
generations & mean a
great deal to me1 Call
Lima 419-3J14MJ collect
or contact BG News if
any information.

Need 1 F. for Oman apt.
Rent pd thru Dec IS
lmmed occup Call 362-

Lost: 5 toe black cat
Pitas* return' 362-0550

campus 352-7633 or 3520717.

rm.

1 female roommate to
share apt with 2 other
girls Call 352-9371
Oat fm roommate. Immediately NO mo All
utilities pd. 1 Mk from

Brothers of Alpha Tau
Omega wish to congratalale BILL CENTA.
MAC Defensive Player
of the Week
Cindi. Congrats on your
engagement.
"Mrs.
Lorin
Lacy"
sounds
great! Love. Susan

This is it Seniors' Today
is your very last day to
have
your
yearbook
picture taken The photographer will NOT be
back next quarter Just
come
lo 310 Ttudent
Services Building. 9 0012 00 and 1 00-5:00
The Sutlers of Kappa
Delta wish all Rushees a
beautiful week of formal
desserts.

FOR SALE
Gibson SB 200 electric
solid body guitar, excellent condition
8215
Call 2-M48 tiler 5 pm
Used furniture sV appliances Largest dealer
in the area Also new
furniture al prices you
can afford Kline s Used
Furniture & Antiques.
101 Main St.
tcorner
Mam
&
Hi
111.
Rlsingsun, Ohio
Stereo. AM FM radio,
turntable and cassette
player, ten months old.
new
needle
and
cartridge $150 or best
offer. Call Steve 172-4793
72
Triumph
Spitfire,
great mileage Gene, 3721710
Baby bed
151-7140

Top cond Call

Brand new quad
Will
sell
whole
itSSOt
or
parts Ph 354-1115
1971 Roadrunner 400 cu
4 barrel w. air con Phone
Bl-7755 alter 5 pm
Juliette stereo receiver
with built-in I track
player,
recorder,
and
turntable Ph 352-6241
I Mike)
FOR RENT
Cherry Hill Village Apis
Two bedroom turn, i
unfurn
Quarter
lease
available to BG students
Call 352-6248

£-£

Navambar 9, 1*73, IN. M Nawa

Student alcoholicsan invisible breed
EdH.r i Nate: Tkc
(•Uowiag article b Ike last
la a f aar-aart aeries aa aJca-

By Larry Vlaiaad
Makeap Htfcf
Although several organizations on campus are
geared to handle alcoholic
problems,
the student
alcoholic seems not be be
visible to the University

community in general.
Campus organisations
which could aid the student
alcoholic include Karma,
the Counseling Center and
Crisis Phone
According to Dr. James
Guinan. ol the Counseling
Center, alcoholism takes
time to build, and alcohol is
something students use to
"avoid doing other things
"We aee a lew people each
year.'' Guinan said in regard

Anonymous)." she said.

to student alcoholics. "The
students we do see are those
who fret about being an
alcoholic"

Byron Lee. Karma counselor, said persons who
come to Karma for help
have taken alcohol and
barbituates

CRISIS Phone Coordinator
Sharon Baiter said Crisis
Phone rarely receives calls
regarding
alcoholic
problems.
"Any calls we would get in
regard to alcoholics or alcoholism would be referred to
Karma or AA i Alcoholics

"We get few cases on
alcohol alone," Lee said.
"Usually students get drunk
downtown, and their friends
take them home."
An Alcoholics Anonymous
World Services, Inc.
(AAWSII spokesperson said
the number of younger alcoholics is rising

Boycott issues debated
• from poga ana
"I THINK it's both unconstitutional and illegal for us
to take one union's grapes
of f the shelves." Cheek said
"This is a matter for the
people who are growing and
picking grapes to decide, not
for the people and stores
who buy grapes," he said
Smith said he and his
lawyer would make "every
attempt" to contact Cheek
before tonight's picket. He
emphasized however, that
the picket would go on as
scheduled, unless they can
reach a satisfactory agreement
UFW has had a history of
boycotts and strikes since its
formation in 1962 under the
leadership of Cesar Chavei.
Smith said The latest boycott was sparked by the

April expiration of UFW
contracts with the California
grape growers
THE GROWERS refused
to negotiate new contracts.
Smith said, and UFW began
the 1973 California grape
strike
"Local growers, police and
scabs treated the striking
farmworkers
violently."
Smith said "Men. women
and children were beaten
and jailed and in some instances, held without bail, in
a concentrated effort to
break the strike "
The strike continued until
August when two UFW
members were killed, one
by a sniper, the other by a
blow on the head which fractured his skull. Smith said.
"To strike any longer was

"WE ARE getting an increasing number of young
people in their late teens."
said a member of AAWSI.
"There are a few members
even younger than this," she
added

to invite death." he said
"Instead. 600 workers left
California and traveled east
to let the rest of America
know of the injustices we
suffered in California and to
renew the California grape
boycott." he said.

Special groups for young
people exist in metropolitan
centers such as New York
City and Los Angeles.

THE BOYCOTT is being
conducted in 64 major cities
across the country and in
numerous secondary cities,
he said
"Bowling Green is one of
the major secondary cities,"
Smith said
"We chose it for three
reasons First, there are
grapes here Second, there
is a large University with
liberal-minded
students
Third, where there are
people, there can be a
picket "

A member of the Bowling
Green AA group said no I'm
versity
students are
involved in the local
program.
"Even though we have no
student members, we do
have some young people
involved in the program."
he said

Marigolds' displays excellence
By Brace Glover
Consider yourself one of
the fortunate few if you have
tickets for "The Effect of
Gamma Rays on Man-InThe-Moon Marigolds."
A show as fine as "Marigolds" should be available to
a larger audience than the
Student Services Forum will
hold The forum was adaptable for the play's set and
audience, but it seems a
shame so few will be able to
enjoy the production.
Paul Zindel, author of
"Marigolds." has created a
tense, oddly amusing story
of an anomalous family of
misfits whose link with the
outside world is a composite
of hatred and fear
DIRECTOR Sue Trauth. a
graduate student, has taken
Zindel's
imaginative

character and superbly
metamorphosed them into a
varity of grand proportions Trauth s perception
and ability as a director is
not to e denied in view of her
casting competence and the
final product
The "Marigolds" casts
consists of five talented
women who are so attuned
to their characters that is is
uncanny More than once the
entire audience reacted as
one when a particularly
moving scene was in execution.
Valerie Scragg, sophomore ' AiS i. gave a poignant performance as Tillio
the daughter who grows
"atomic flowers."
Beatrice. Tillie's embittered martyr mother is
played by Lori Philips,
senior
Laurie Steele, sophomore

(Ed.I. as Tillie's epileptic
sister Ruth excelled
throughout her performance, never once slipping
from her role as a jealous
spiteful sibling whose sanity
hinges upon a slender
strand
Tessie Bundick as Nanny.
the ancient invalid who gurgles "hotsy and honey." was
perfect m her role.
Carol Cox, sophomore
lA&SI. as Janice, Tillie's
school rival, created a
comic relief that was excellent and strongly supported

bring your parents to Une
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Parent's Day Bowling
Special

Theater try outs set next week
Tryouts for the University Theatre's play. What the
Butler Saw," will be held Monday and Tuesday from 7-10
p.m. in 200 University Hall.
Scripts for the production are available in 205 South Hall.
The play, the first of the winter quarter season, is
scheduled for Jan 23-27 in the Joe E Brown Theatre.

™SA~LI~—'
Afghan hand-made leather,
embroidered Sheepskin lined
Coats and Vests

»34.95 to'84.50
WORLDLY GOODS
904 BAST WOOSTBR ST.
across Irom Kohl Hill

For Lit* that's mort than just living,
gat acquainted with Jesus Christ!

CHRIST THE SAVIOR EVANGtUXAL LITTHERAH CHURCH
252 S. Mam St, Bowling Grtan
Saw*, W**a Ma ua Sawa, I<W mi Mfe 0>u 1*0 un.

Parents with
Students

"..

All day - Arts and Crafts Show - Prout Hall
9-12 a.m. — Coffee and donut reception —
Founders — Residents and guests only
9-12 a.m. — Coffee and donut reception —
Offenhauer — Residents and guests only
9-12 a.m. — Coffee and donut reception —
McDonald — Residents and guests only
11 a.m. — Ohio Intercollegiate Bowling
Competition — Buckeye Room. Union
1:30 p.m. — Parents Day Football — B.G. vs.
Eastern Michigan

After game Coffee and donut Reception —
Darrow Hall — Residents and guests only
6-11 p.m. — Parents Day Bowling Special —j
Parents and students may bowl 3 games for $1
Buckeye Room, Union
7 & 9:30 p.m. — Movie — Little Murders — 210
Math Science — $1

0 games

$J00

Saturday 6-11 p.m.

Buckeye Room - Union

EARLY BIRD CHEF
BREAKFAST COOK (fulltime)
WAITRESSES (Housewives, etc.)
EARLY BIRD SHIFT (6 a.m. • 2 p.m.)
FULL TIME

DISHWASHER • COOK TRAINEE
(NIGHT SHIFT-Part Time)
Top Pay & benefits in B.G. Need
experienced or with a sincere desire to
learn, (and dependable people). Paid vacations, uniforms, meals, paid insurance.
People who are motivated to advance in
food service will be shown preference. Equal
opportunity employer. Apply in person at

J

For ptrsonsl counulst
John Alan Kruager, Pastor
805 Ktotz Road. Phone 352 3545
Or Can CHRISTUNE, 352-0379

All Day - Craft Show - Founders Hall

3-6:30 p.m. — Recreation Swim — Natatorium;
25*

■ W 'drjr»Mttior>

French trio to present
Bach with jazz twist
The Jacques Loussier Trio, a group of French musicians,
will give a concert Monday at 8 p.m. in the Recital Hall,
School of Music Bldg
The concert, entitled "Play Bach." will feature the music
of Johann Sebastian Bach with a jazz twist
The group, which has received world-wide critical
acclaim, also will conduct a workshop Tuesday at 8 p.m. in
111. School of Music Bldg
The performance and workshop are sponsored by the
Office of Student Activities.

' the old addage "there are no
small parts "
The entire show was near
flawless-costumes by Mary
Kay Feicht are functional
and accent each character;
the sound and light crew did
an equally fine job with leadins and the storm sequence
"Marigolds"
runs
through Sunday with curtain
at 8 p.m. I can't urge everyone to see it since the tickets
went like life preservers on
the Titanic. But those of us
who were lucky enough to
see it won't be selfish We'll
tell you what you missed

LOOKING FOR YOUR PARENTS THIS WEEKEND?

1628 I. WOOSTIR ■ 352-0709

7:15 p.m. — Movie — To Sir With Love — 105
Hanna — $1
8 p.m. — Pizza party with piano player —
Offenhauer — Residents & guests only
8 p.m. — Talent Show — Prout
8:30 p.m. — Coffeehouse Concert — Founders
East Lounge
8:30-11 p.m. — Side Door Concert — Woody
Ahneman — Carnation Room, Union

10:30 p.m. — Movies — Chisum and Lemon
Drop Kid — Open to students with ID's and
guests — Bromfield

I Lamport sidelined
for Eastern game
By Jack O'Breza
Exentlve SporU Editor

tal reactions to plays while
viewing game films.

with the Falcons prevailing.
204

A new face will be at the
helm as the Falcons meet
Eastern Michigan in a
Parents' Day football contest at Doyt L Perry Field
tomorrow at 1:30pm.

FULLBACK Phil Polak is
listed as a doubtful starter
for tomorrow's contest
Senior Don Dillingham will
fill his position.

First-string quarterback
Reid Lamport is sidelined
with a foot injury sustained
during last Saturday's loss
to Ohio University Consequently, either freshman
Mike Booth, senior Ed
McCoy or senior Hal Watz
will start at quarterback
against the Hurons

Dillingham
performed
well at Marshall," said
Chismar. "He's not quite as
skilled as Phil but he is a
good soiid football player."

EASTERN likes to throw
the football and employs a
two-platoon
quarterback
system Houston Booth and
Frank Kolch have combined
for 89 completions for 1.329
yards this year. Kolch Is the
better passer while Booth is
the better runner
Paul Miles, who became
the 19th player in the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAAI majorcollege history to rush for
more than 3,000 career
yards last week, will be the
Falcons' main offensive
threat
Miles went over the 100yard mark for the 15th time
in his career with a 131-yard
performance against the
Bobcats at Athens, pushing
his career rushing totals to
3,108 yards in 721 attempts
with 23 touchdowns
The 190-pound senior Falcon tailback needs 101 yards
to gain his third consecutive
1,000-yard season Miles has
rushed for 899 yards in 204
attempts this season. He
gained 1,185 yards rushing
as a sophomore and 1.024
yards as a junior

Falcon
offensive
coordinator Ron Chismar
said yesterday the coaching
staff was not sure who would
start at quarterback. He
added the coaches' decision
would be based on physical
ability and the players' men-

BG defensive coordinator
Maio Husso said yesterday
that safety Tony Bell probably would not start
against Eastern because be
can't move efficiently on the
field Bell has an ankle
injury
Bowling Green and
Eastern have 5-3 overall
records The last time the
two teams met was in 1941

NCAA major college career net yards gained rusblng
NswsehetoeyCertSeU

Steal

Ohio University right tackle Gary Dourm attempt*

sidelined tomorrow when the Falcons meet the

to •teal the ball while tackling Falcon quarterback

Hurons at Doyt L. Perry Field in a non- conference

Reid

contest.

Lamport. Number 40 for

cornerback

Mike

Nugent.

the Bobcats is

Lamport

will

be

Mason selects two freshmen
as goalies for Buffalo series
By Mark Glover
Assistant Sporls Editor

goalies in practice during
the week i freshmen Mike
l.iut and Al Sarachnian and
junior Don Boyd). the
mentor surprisingly decided
In take the rookies anil leave
the experienced Boyd behind
Tin going strictly on the
basis ol performance, and
the two freshmen have been
playing quite well saul the
first-year coach

Two freshman goalies mil
lead Uw Falcon Icon when
they mi .i.l. the Holiday Ice
Rinks to play the state University ol New York
tSUNYi at Buffalo this
weekend for a pair of
matches
Bowling Ortati coach Hon

Mason knew in advance that
he could only afford to take
two nctinen with him After
observing all three of his

LIUT and Sarachnian
perloniied well in practice

Kenny llfiiiv
ORU drops
Vaughn
Hoop Scoops:
David Vaughn, the seven foot center lor Oral Roberts University who made Honorable mention All-American last
year as a junior, has been dropped from the Titan's roster
Vaughn, a W point scorer and a 14 rebounds a game per
former last season, was given his walking papers from
school officials after missing numerous practice sessions
Ibis fall School official! stated in an Associated Press wire
story that Vaughn s troubles were related to personal
problems
He was a player counted on heavily to lead the Titans this
year Vaughn was a sure bet In be in the line up when the
Falcons visited Malice tenter in Tulsa. Okla . for a Feb 4
date

•••

in Wednesday s scrimmage the Orange team defeated the
White squad. 70-50 R was probably the worst showing
overall (or the cagers in pre season competition The score
was 16 4 after 15 minutes of action
Brian Scanlan may become the Falcons' all-purpose
player this year after seeing action as guard in Wednesday's
scrimmage The 6 6 senior already has served as center
and forward
Bob Rotating is enjoying a three day vacation after
pulling ligaments in his left foot
The KG volleyball team will match spikes with the Toledo
University contingent in a preliminary contest to the cagers
Hall of Fame exhibition game Tuesday. Nov 27
Mid-American Conference officials have designated Nov
20 as media day A sneak preview of the loop's teams and
top players will be given The media also will attempt to
predict the eventual league champion for this year's hoop
campaign
Remember Bill Fitch' He was the last Falcon cage
mentor to win a conference title He turned the trick during
the 1967-68 season After coaching al the University of
Minnesota. Fitch was selected to coach the Cleveland Cavaliers, an expansion team in the National Basketball Association (NBA).
The point was made this week that Fitch may finally reap
some benefits from coaching a losing professional basket
ball franchise This is the year UCLA's Bill Walton graduates from college
Walton will be eligible to be drafted into the pro ranks by
the team with the worst NBA record So far, Fitch's Cavaliers have the second worst ledger at 3-10 The Philadelphia
76ers are 2-8
If the Cavaliers wind up as the NBAs poorest team, it
would be a worthy consolation to gain a player of Walton's
caliber, especially since the team is moving into a new f 17
million sports coliseum in 1974.

this week and also did some
fine puck-stopping in last
weekends scries with the
University of Guclph
In the contests, with the
Gryphons, the freshmen
combined for a total ol 54
saves
IIOMI was disqualified in
the first game with tiuelph
in the same second-period
fight that saw Ron Wise.
Duffy Smith and three Gryphon skaters thrown out lor
the series
In the scramble for the top
goalie position, the two lust
year notmoii proved them
selves for the time tiemg to
be better than Boyd in the
eyes of coach Mason
Aside from the goalie
shake up. Mason intends to
keep the same game plan
that carried his squad so
well last weekend against
tiuelph
This plan of action basically uses four offensive
linos and three pairs of
defensemen Skating units

will alternate shifts at Inter
Vala ol about 80-90 seconds
The weekend scries with
SUNY i Friday and Saturday
nights I will mark the first
tune a member ol the Central
Collegiate
Hockey
Association's iCl'HAi Division 1 has met with a member ot the newly formed
Division - iwhich SUNY is a
member of I
SUNY recruited local
talent from the Hulfalo area
to form their new squad Of
the 20 freshmen and sopho
mores on the team. 15 lare
from the Buffalo metropolis
With the youngsters on the
Bulls' unit, leadership will
come from junior Mike
Klym who notched 23 goals
in 22 games last season
BUFFALO team captain
John Strange* adds his St
point contribution from last
year to provide a sound
threat to the Falcon fresh
men in goal

Alee* th«* falco*s,
Junior center Bob Dobek
starts his second season in
uniform for the Rowling
Green leers He returns as
the leading scorer trom last
year's squad with 63 points.
His 29 goals arc the most
scored by a rookie in KG
history

Bob Dobek

The Hulls will have plenty
of incentive for ficlory when
BG shuffles into Buffalo
"The goal of a Division 2
school is to move up to the
top. and the quickest way is
to beat a Division I team
We expect Buffalo to be
ready and waiting for us."
said Mason

Player, team
1 Ed Marinaro. Cornell
2 Ron Po James. New Mexico St
3 Steve Owens. Oklahoma
4 Mark Keller. Northern III.
5 Mercury Morris. W Texas St
6 Art Luppino. Arizona
7 Otis Armstrong. Purdue
8 Jo Woody Green. Arizona St
9 Johnny Papit. Virginia
10 Chris Gilbert. Texas
11 Mike Garretl. South Cal
12 Alan Amcche. Wisconsin
1.1 Wilford White, Arizona St
14 Don Mctauley. North Car.
15 Ollie Matson. San Francisco
16 Johnny liright. Drake

17 O J Simpson, Southern Cal
18. Paul Miles. Bowling Greei

Years
1969-71
1968-71
1967-69

Active
1966-68
1953-56
1970-72

Active
1947-50
1966-68
1963-65
195154
1947-50
1968-70
1949-51
1949-51
1967-68
Active

Yards

Plays
918
818
905
675
541
513
670
542
538
595
612
673
505
603
547
513
621
711

4715
3884
3867
3399
3388
3381
3315
3283
3237
3231
3221
3212
3173
3172
3166
3124
3124
31M
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Water polo club
Sporting a 6 ;t record Howling Green's water polo cluo
will travel to Columbus today to meet Ohio State University
for the stale water polo title
In addition, the Falcons will host Kastern Michigan
tomorrow night at 7 30 at the Nalatorium BG will attempt
to avenge an earlier 12 10defe.it
Last weekend, the KG club finished third in the Penn-Ohio
Tournament held in Indiana. Penn.
BG opened the tourney with a 7-5 victory over host team
Indiana The Falcons started sluggishly bill went ahead in
the fourth period to win the match
The Falcons won the second match. 13-12 over Kdinboro
Slate, before dropping to underdog Cleveland in the third
game. 10-8 This loss put Hi; in a three-way tie for first place
with Slippery Hock and Indiana
In the championship hout. BG broke out to a 4-0 lead over
Slippery Rock College iDKO. but SRC slowed the Falcons'
tempo and with one minute to play in the contest, tied the
score 6-6 The Falcons lost. 7-6

MarkGlever

By Jack O'Breza
Executive Sports Editor
A record Mid-American
Conference (MACl football
crowd is expected tomorrow

The Falcon wrestlers will
host Defiance in their lone
pre-seasoii
scrimmage
Monday at 4 p.m in Anderson Arena.

Dobek also holds BG
records
for
consecutive
games with a goal iBl and
with an assist (101

Bowling Green coach
Bruce Hell.n.I said all the
wrestlers will participate in
the meet Kellard said no

afternoon at Kent to watch
the game between the
nationally-ranked Redskins
and Flashes
Over 25.000 tickets have
been sold with Kent athletic

Wrestlers to tune-up

Follow this weekend s exciting sports action in
Tuesday's News.
Assistant Sports Editor Mark Glover is in Buffalo.
NY., to cover the hockey team's first road trip of the
year against SUNY.
Executive Sports Editor Jack O'Breza will be at
Kent's Dix Stadium to get the tabs on the MidAmerican Conference championship clash between
Kent and Miami.

team scores will be kept
The Falcon matmen open
their season Dec 1 at the
University of Buffalo. BG
will meet the host school,
Oneonta State, and the
University of Maryland in a
triple-dual meet
The meet is free and open
to the public

officials predicting a capacity crowd of 30.000 persons
for the league showdown
The record for a conference
match-up is 26.860 for the
Bowling
Green-Toledo
battle in 1971 at Doyt L.
Perry Field
Miami is ranked 17th and
Kent 19th in this week's
Associated Press majorcollege football ratings The
Redskins have a 8-0 overall
mark and a 4-0 league
ledger The Flashes have a
7-1 season slate and a 3-0
conference record
BOTH TEAMS are among
the nation's leaders in

Harriers hope to defend title
For the first tune in five
years, the BG dislancemen
will take the underdog role
in tomorrow's preliminary
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA I Dis
tnct Four run in East Lan
sing. Mich
The Falcon harriers will
need strong showings by
Mike
Ruffatto.
Mark
Marini. Rich Schmttker and
Bruce Vermilyea, to com-

pliment Craig Macdonald s
fine running, if they hope to
make their fifth straight trip
to the NCAA finals in
Spokane. Wash . Thanks
giving weekend
BG. the two-time defending champion in the
Central Collegiate Conference ICCCI race, is
expected to be outkicked by
the newly crowned MidAmerican
Conference
(MACI champion. Eastern
Michigan. Notre Dame
Invitational
winner.

Jack O'Breu

It's MAC showdown time

Dobek's prolific scoring
earned him the annual Sam
Cooper Award at the end of
last season His eflorts also
earned him an honorable
mention on the Coaches' AllCentral Collegiate Hockey
Association tCCHAI team

By Dan Gar fir Id
Assistant Sports Editor

Miles is the Mid-American
Conference's all-time career
rushing leader and is 137
yards ahead of Miami's Bob
Kitchens
The senior tailback also
holds or shares eight of nine
season and career rushing
reords at Bowling Green He
also holds or shares five of
the six Falcon football individual scoring records

Wisconsin. 1972 Big Ten
champion Indiana, powerful
Michigan State. Illinois, and
last year's NCAA qualifiers
Miami and Ball State of the
MAC.
All American Macdonald,
the Falcons only standout
this year is the defending
titlist in the CCC sunnier
and one of the favorites this
year.
However,
the
Setauket, NY, native will
have stiff competition from
Gordon Minty, the two-time
MAC champion, who has

outdistanced
Macdonald
twice this season
IN THIS year's first meet,
Minty outkicked Macdonald
and helped his team coast by
the Falcons 20-38 In the
MAC Championships last
Saturday. Minty overtook
Macdonald on the last mile,
winning by 15 seconds over
the BG runner-up.
But Minty and Macdonald
are expected to take backseat roles to an outstanding

freshman record-breaker.
Craig Virgin of Illinois.
Coach Me) Brodt calls this
year's CCC and NCAA District Four field the toughest
he has ever seen, and claims
all five qualifying teams
should place high in the
championships out west
If BG should qualify to the
finals, it would establish a
record for most consecutive
top-10 finishes. The last four
years the Falcons finished
ninth, eighth, seventh and
sixth respectively.

scoring defense
Miami
ranks fourth behind Ohio
State. Michigan and Notre
Dame, with an average yield
of 7.4 points per game Kent
stands in
11th place,
allowing the opposition 11
points per outing.
The Redskins are second
in the nation in total defense
with an average of 183.5
yards a game They also
rank fourth in rushing de
. fense. allowing 80.9 yards
per contest
Individually. Kent's
sophomore
quarterback
Greg Kokal is 16th in the
nation in passing and 11th in
total offense Kokal threw
for 252 yards against Marshall last week to become
Kent's career leader in
passing with 2,139 yards
In the 20-game series
between Miami and Kent,
the Redskins have won 15.
The two teams have split
in the last two meetings. In
fact, Miami's last loss was a
21-10 setback to Kent at Oxford in the second-last game
of the 1972 season.

Women
The University's women's
field hockey team ended a
short season with a 1-4-1
record after battling Ohio
Wesleyan University to a
scoreless tie last Monday.

